EmployeeTalk provides an online communication technology to engage dialog in 100’s of different methods. These
many uses capture data where expectation is measured in questions to identify strengths and obstacles to execution.
As an internal or external communication tool respondents can identify themselves for their ideas, concerns or
solutions or even recognize others as great performers in the questions asked. Their input is addressed from reports
when feedback is noted on with detailed action. The advisory team members are then delegated with clear direction
and timelines to engage actions towards desired outcomes, in many cases reengaging people face to face.

Solution Uses

Focuses Example Dialog

Survey Engagement tool
Policy sign/off with knowledge check 
Quality Engagement tool
Pre-exam - anxiety removal tool
Solution Drive tool
360° engagement tool
Electronic Recognition tool
Home care plan engagement tool
Change Management tool
Patient-community engagement tool
Public Relations tool
Exit interview tool
Open portal tool - An online blog
Yearly Performance Review

Engagement
Leadership
Quality
Quality– service
Solution Drive
Employee Character
Manager character
Customer-care
Quality- care
Perception of care
Benefits
Benefit Pulse
Open Portal
Performance Review

Delegation-Tracking tool

Time

Virtual Meeting tool

Culture

Learning Management System

Communication

Electronic Scorecard tool
Engagement trending tool
Proactive Management tool
Mid-year review tool
Training Effectiveness tool
Recognition Tracking system
Employee of the Month/Quarter tool
Nurse communication & collaboration
Employee Handbook read sign off tool 

Analyze cost
Safety
Retention
Motivation
Training

12 pulse checks to identify strengths and threats
23 self-assessment questions to engage peers in 360®
6 question designed to be specifically on a topic
7 questions to target someone’s specific service skill
3 questions as follow up to an engagement survey
14 self-assessment questions to engage peers in 360®
16 self-assessment questions to engage peers in 360®
7 question to identify specific customer objectives
8 questions to understand obstacles to patient care
12 questions to measure obstacles to HCAHPS
14 questions for collaborating on improving benefits
8 questions to measure satisfaction of benefits
3 questions asked to measure; obstacles and threats.
4 questions for one on one vision match on skill need
16 lean questions to measure the components of time
in process to improve on and affect cost savings
50 questions to self-assess organization and culture.
11 pulse check questions to focus on what
communication component needs addressed
10 Zero Base budgeting questions
9 pulse check questions on safety
10 questions asked to why someone might leave.
8 self-assessment questions to engage peers in 360®
7 question to measure training effectiveness

EmployeeTalk is supported by expertise that help drive better business. Time management, HCAHPS Quality i.e. Video
perception-do and don’ts, Emotional Intelligence, 360° and one on one reviews and sessions, Change management,
Lean management six sigma, Content proficiency - Data and feedback expertise.
510-397-7929 - for more detail

info@employeeTalk.us

Expertise Example – as provided in the State Engagement Survey!

“If the doors of perception were cleansed, everything would appear to man as it truly is … Infinite
~ William Blake

Dear CEO
I believe you are already successful. It can be lonely at the top though with no one to consult with privately. Even as a CEO, you
may at times feel stuck in your engagement process of improvement. You may be baffled by feedback and not know how to
proceed or overcome challenges. Have you felt tension, frustrated, emotionally strained, overwhelmed, and at the end of the
day feel a bit defeated? As part of State Engagement Results Review team, I am increasing self-awareness to increase
emotional intelligence by unlocking blind spots that are paramount to continued success.
Whether you are a leader or manager in transition, need a thought partner, or need to improve your professional presence, I
have developed unique and innovative techniques from my background to help you reach higher heights and unlock your
fullest potential. I generate value and deliver exceptional results and solutions to a leader’s challenges. With me, it doesn’t
have to be “lonely at the top.” As a neutral listener, I can direct you and point out new approaches to bring about the outcome
you seek.
Melinda Fouts PhD

Melinda Fouts PhD
Use Example State Engagement survey results

The data’s in! EmployeeTalk is making companies more engaged
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